While compiling the bibliography, the editors attempted to balance general and focused research. On the one hand, we included books related to the broad field of creative writing, from pedagogy to practice. On the other hand, we included many books related specifically to the intersection of a biblical, or Christian, worldview and creativity, composition, and aesthetics. Overall, the bibliography should prove useful to teachers, students, and writers regardless of worldview perspective. If you have suggestions for other works to include, please contact Dr. Randall Smith (Creative Writing Department Chair, Belhaven University, Jackson, MS) at rsmith@belhaven.edu.

Parenthetical material at the end of individual bibliographical entries indicates call numbers or holdings for the Belhaven University Warren A. Hood Library.

**Biblical Worldview / Philosophy of Aesthetics**


---. *Sounding the Depths: Theology Through the Arts*. SCM, 2003. (246/So84)


Brown, W. Dale. *Conversations With American Writers: The Doubt, the Faith, the In-Between*. Eerdmans, 2008. (810.90054/B8156c)


(704.948/B968i)


(233.5/C178s)


(261.0973/C8848c)


Dyrness, William A. *Reformed Theology and Visual Culture: The Protestant Imagination from Calvin to Edwards*. (230.42/D994r)


Eliot, T. S. *Christianity and Culture*. Harvest, 1988. (306.6/EL46c)


Holberg, Jennifer L., ed. *Shouts and Whispers: Twenty-One Writers Speak About Their Writing and Their Faith*. Eerdmans, 2006. (810.9382 Sh82H6)


---. On Stories: And Other Essays on Literature. Harvest, 2002. (809/L585o)


Myers, Kenneth A. *All God's Children and Blue Suede Shoes: Christians & Popular Culture*. Crossway, 1989. (261/M989a)


---. *Mystery and Manners: Occasional Prose*. Farrar, 1969. (813.54/Oc5m)


Peterson, Eugene H. *Tell It Slant: A Conversation on the Language of Jesus in His Stories and Prayers*. Eerdmans, 2008. (226.06/P4426t)

---. *Eat This Book: A Conversation in the Art of Spiritual Reading*. Eerdmans, 2006. (220.071/P4426e)


Ryken, Leland. *Culture in Christian Perspective: A Door to Understanding and Enjoying the Arts*. Multnomah, 1986. (261.57/R982c)


---. *How to Read the Bible as Literature*. Zondervan, 1985. (220.66 R982h)


Schaeffer, Francis A. *Art and the Bible*. InterVarsity, 1973. (261.57/Sch13a)
---. How Should We Then Live: The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture.

Crossway, 2005. (909/Sch13h)


(111.85/Se36r)


(261.57/Sh27b)


(261.57/Si153g)


(140/Si77n)
---. *The Universe Next Door: A Basic Worldview Catalog*. InterVarsity, 2004. (140/Si77u)


Square Halo Books. (Publishes work, including artwork, that contains contextually sensitive biblical studies, and that gives practical instruction consistent with the Doctrines of the Reformation).


(261.57/T342)


(261.57/T857i)


(220.87/V538g)

---. *Reading Between the Lines*. Crossway, 1990. (809.93/V538r)


